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Just when you think you know everything about the World.  The Scions of the Irish, Chinese and

Hindu gods make their mark on the World. New Boons, Knacks and Birthrights increase the Scions'

arsenal in the war against the Titans. More allies and more enemies entry the fray, which can

change the course of the conflict. The war can also extend back further in time, adding a new layer

to one of the greatest conflicts in the history of the World. The Scion Companion will help you to

create new epics, new legends and new divinities.  A resource book for Scion, containing:  o Three

new pantheons: The Tuatha DÃ© Dannan, the Celestial Bureaucracy and the Devatas.  o New

Boons, Knacks and Birthrights for Scions.  o New Storyteller advice and antagonists to use in your

cycle.  o "The World at War," a new background for playing Scion in World War II.
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My personal favorite of the Scion series, the Scion Companion introduces 3 new pantheons to the

game, giving players even more options when building their character. These are roughly the Irish,

the Hindu, and the Chinese pantheons of gods respectively. In addition, there is a lot of information

pertaining to other events which are going on in the world, both now and in the past. There is even a

whole section about playing Scion characters during World War II and various additional 'optional'

pantheons to choose from, although my group has had very little (if any) interest in these. I

recommend this for anyone who is really looking to add some new elements to their Scion games.

This game is Gorgeous, love the product and line! They HAD to give us the Celestial Bureaucracy



when the gave us Tommy Li in the very first book, Scion: Hero. The Hindu Devas seems a natural

addition as a representation of the largest, still-worshipped Pantheon, and the Tuatha seem, to me,

to be a classic, well-known Pantheon. Now what escapes me is how Coyote, and the Native

American Gods, or Spirits, so well used in the lead-in story in Scion: God, never gets a mention, and

instead we get these National Pantheons used in a World War II setting?? Granted, switching the

earthly setting is a classic (I myself run Scion: Hero in a Space:1889 setting with the addition of a

Confederate victory for tension), but National Pantheons?? And Only three Gods apiece for Britain,

France, and Russia? How Biased is that? I myself would have used the room in those sections to

include Native American, Polynesian, and for a tweek, something like the Grigori, the Angels of the

lowest order, left behind for interfering in Man's existance. As a Line, the only thing that bothers me

is the divorce from mortal existance, SO intrinsic to every other White Wolf product, aside from

Fatebinding, which ties mortals to a God's Legend. No Resources, or Influence? The Eric Donner

lead-in story in Scion: Hero is ALL about the disruption of his mortal existance by otherworldy

events, A THAT is great Storytelling, and Great Drama! There should be a system to transfer a

Human, with all of his worldly cares, to a full God with all the influence and mystery inherint in that. A

slow withering away of the Mortal to the Immortal. I guess they didn't want to rehash the Ultra-reality

of Aberrant(possibly White Wolf's Greatest product!!!), in favor of dumping a near-mortal directly into

the mystery of Godhood. But clearly, legends such as Heracles show how a Demigod effected and

lived in a realistic Greek world,(See how he killed his own family in one of his famous rages, only to

be given tasks of repentance.) All in all, still a great product in my huge collection of RPG's.

This book has good things but also has flaws.The new pantheons are cool, some knacks and boons

are too specific or difficult to use in a game (kind of unbalanced compared to things from the Hero,

Demigod, and God books).The art is great and the illustrations were done with high quality (I would

have prefered to have the India, Ireland and China Pantheons in colored pages as in Scion:Hero

instead of the WW2 pantheons)I didn't like the World war 2 set (Yankee pantheon?) Sounds good

but the WW2 setting is not my style (I think mankind is evil enough to start a world war without

having the ancient gods behind them pulling the threads). About the pantheons mentioned for this

setting some gods are too "not legendary", but thankfully the book gives you ideas to change it or

even create your own pantheon (something GM's or ST's have done before).This book

accomplishes its goals of being just a suplement and opening new options for the game.If you like

the game and want to play another type of characters or use a different setting, it's OK. If you look

for more spells, knacks and boons, creatures, you will be dissapointed because there are not



enough (instead of WW2, they should have done that).In a few words: It's a book just for fans of the

game.

The added pantheons (The Chinese "Celestial Bureaucracy", The Irish "Tuatha de Dannan", The

Hindu "Devas") are well thought out and complete. The new Boons and Knacks are useful but I am

slightly disappointed that more Hero level material is not present. I love the added Birthright

creatures and followers, which until now didn't feel fully realized in Scion: Hero. There is also a

detailed section on creating unique Relics, which would have been great to see in Scion: Hero. I

highly recommend this for any storyteller or player.P.S.- The artwork, as always, doesn't disappoint.

Great condition.

This book has some really interesting material on lesser-known pantheons as well as great ideas for

translating modern icons into mythic figures in their own right. The Irish and Hindu gods were

particularly interesting to me.

The Scion Companion is a must have for any Scion campaign. I bought it specifically for the Tuatha

De Dannan, but the rest of the book has incredibly valuable information as well.

Great book for your Scion group. we love the Relic section and use it in our podcasted real play

games all the time for inspiration of modern 'Relics of godly might!' not a big fan of the ww2 Yankee

and other pantheon in the back but their is a cool adventure set in WW2!
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